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Cross pollinating environmental science with technology
By James Bowen
lobally the environmental solutions industry is an $800 billion a
G
year market involving a wide variety of constantly evolving technologies. This constant evolution of technology means that although venturecapital investments in Canada and
the U.S. declined overall in 2003,
funding of clean-technology projects
increased. Sustainable technology
companies represented 7.6% of total investments in Canada, and 6.5%
in the U.S. And more good news is
that Ottawa has the required nucleus for more growth in environmental solutions for the global market.
According to Statistics Canada,
the environsolu8 ROUNDS mental
tions industry is
97 CLEAN a broad field,
PROJECTS cutting across
in$ 2 1 7 traditional
dustrial classifiMILLION cations. It includes “firms
that produce goods and services
used to measure, prevent, limit or
correct environmental damage to
water, air and soil, as well as problems related to waste, noise and
ecosystems. This includes firms in
the following industries: consulting
engineering, environmental testing
and analytical services, waste management equipment, remediation
and industrial services, water equipment and chemicals, air pollution
control equipment, instruments and
information systems, water utilities
and, clean energy systems and power.” Valued at more than $29 billion
per year, the environmental market
in Canada consists of some 8,000
firms generating environmental exports currently worth more than
$1.4 billion per year. Small firms

(fewer than 100 employees) form
the majority (93%) of the country’s
environmental firms.
Canadian companies are devising technological solutions in many
environmental areas, including:

• Water treatment (ultraviolet radiation, biology, membrane systems, desalination);
• Clean energy (fuel cells, smallhydro, wind, biomass, solar,
thermal);

• Geographic Information Systems (instrumentation, monitoring, analysis, marine
acoustics); and,
• Environmental management
(software and systems).

While environmental firms can be
found throughout Canada, Ontario
has 31% of them: Ontario’s environment sector is a $7 billion a year
market with over 2,400 companies.
The Ontario Environment Industry Association, which represents
200 product and service companies,
institutes, universities and governments, has planned an Environment Day for October 24 with a rally at Queen’s Park in Toronto.
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The business of producing environmental solutions is well established in Canada. And the news
keeps getting better for this industry because demand for clean technologies and green energy
(biomass, solar, wind, water, and
methane recovery) is expected to
continue to grow for the foreseeable
future. And the environment could
well be a major issue in the 2008 US
presidential election. Al Gore could
be a factor, perhaps even a candidate, espousing a strong environmental message with his recent
documentary on global warming,
An Inconvenient Truth.
Chris Henderson CEO of the
Delphi Group, says that while Ottawa has its share of environmental solutions companies, they are
primarily service oriented with only a small number of product companies. But this could change. With
the increased potential of the newly merged Ottawa Life Sciences
Council and OCRI, we can expect
to see an increase in the amount of
cross-fertilization of technologies
with environmental science. As
part of its contribution to the merger, OLSC is bringing its recently
formed Bioproducts, Energy and
Environmental Technologies
Business Network (BE2BN).
More, see Envirotech, P. 3
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“I am having a difficult time describing this new
breed of computer to the Brits, but there is a
phenomenon sweeping the U.K. that we haven’t
yet seen in North America; it’s called the miniskirt.
I’ve decided to call our machines minicomputers.”

A branding isn’t wordplay
they are less effective today due to
the rapid pace of technology. Another is that
they see the correlation between
branding and corporate culture and
they understand the
importance of the latter.

In My Opinion
DENZIL DOYLE

One fell swoop

O

ver the years, I have spent a
great deal of time advising
young entrepreneurs on how to
start and grow high-technology
companies and one of the things I
am beginning to realize is that the
advising process can be a twoway street. College and university students are being taught business subjects that most of us
were not exposed to and, if we
were, we did not take them very
seriously. One such subject is
branding.
Engineers in particular, even
those who spend their time in
sales or marketing, have little
time for the topic. Most engineers
are of the opinion that if they supply a good product based on
sound technology and spend a
reasonable amount of money on
selling, marketing, and customer
support, there is no need for the
wordplay that they associate with
branding.
The fact of the matter is that a
brand is much more than a name.
In fact, that is our first misconception – that branding is limited to the
selection of a catchy brand name.
What students are being taught is
that a company acquires a brand in
much the same way that it acquires
a corporate culture. In fact, its
brand will dictate its corporate culture. The brand name is a highly
abbreviated definition of that brand
and that same definition usually applies to its corporate culture as
well.

A good book
One of the better books on the
subject, by Duane Knapp entitled
The Brand Mindset, defines a
brand as “a variety of something
that is characterized by some distinctive attribute.” He goes on to explain that “many brands are just
brand names because they have
lost their distinctive characteristics
or they are not perceived to be
unique”.
It’s all a little abstract to the average engineer but we had better
get used to it because small companies consider it to be important
and the bigger companies are prepared to spend a lot of money on
it. There are many reasons for the
interest. One is that companies
want to differentiate their products
from cheap imitations. There was
a time when patents provided protection against such products but

Most of us have been exposed to
the branding phenomenon without
recognizing it. The one that comes
to my mind revolves around a
memo that was written by a colleague of mine who was sent to the
U.K by Digital Equipment Corporation in 1964 to open up a sales office. It went something like this: “I
am having a difficult time describing this new breed of computer to
the Brits, but there is a phenomenon sweeping the U.K. that we
haven’t yet seen in North America;
it’s called the miniskirt. I’ve decided to call our machines minicomputers.”
To my knowledge, the term had
never been used before that. In
one fell swoop, he not only created
a brand name for the company’s
main product, he gave the company a head start on a branding
strategy – something it never really understood that it had. (We
were all engineers.) Its distinctive
attribute was innovation because
the company was able to demonstrate that it could package an
enormous amount of computing
power into something the size of a
refrigerator.
Which brings us to another aspect of branding, namely that
every company and organization
has a brand whether it knows it or
not. It is like a strategic plan; the
lack of a plan is a plan in itself.
What our colleges and universities are really telling those young
folks is that they are better advised to make the brand visible
than to let the exter nal world
fashion it for them. In the final
analysis, however, the brand must
indeed have a set of distinctive attributes for the branding strategy
to work. Otherwise, it will degenerate into wordplay indeed and
will actually be counterproductive.
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Green companies get
government greenbacks

Envirotech… from P. 1
And recently the network announced their competition called
Canada’s Top Bioproduct, Energy
and Environmental Technology
Companies Competition, which
will provide some U.S. exposure for
the winning companies. In addition, Henderson, in conjunction
with OCRI, is in the preliminary
stage of forming an environmental
cluster group in Ottawa.
Ray Novokowsky of EcoVuAnalytics is an example of this convergence of technologies on the skill
side. He has a combined biochemistry and electrical engineering
background and ran the Ottawa
Photonics Cluster a while back.
He echoes Henderson that an interesting situation is occurring
in environmental sciences. Novokowsky’s interest focuses on
“anything we bring to our mouth.”
Because contaminates in the water
are a result of a variety of pollutants
that have chemical by-products and
they become concentrated as they
move up the food chain, he says we
have to be more concerned about
water quality. The background of
the principals of the company
means that EcoVuanalytics’ new
water quality system combines
chemistry with photonics to create
a capability not previously available.
Novokowsky sees environmental
product companies as a combination of technology, science, engineering and business skills from
many different science and engineering fields. He says that other
technologies made huge advances
over the last couple of years and
this capability is now migrating to
the environmental field. For example, technology for imaging, displaying, light emitters and light detection provides the required platform for his nondestructive real
time analysis of water product.
The problem of eliminating
greenhouse gases (GHG) is being
addressed by about 400 companies
in the biotechnology and bioproducts industry, mainly small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
working to develop carbon emission elimination technologies. The
key areas with the potential to contribute to GHG emission reductions are biomimicry, industrial
biotechnology, bioenergy and biological sequestration. However,
other fields such as advanced materials, telecommunications and IT
will also play a role in modernizing
industries such as transportation
and power generation.
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE IN AND AROUND OTTAWA’S HIGH TECH COMMUNITY
Warner Andrews
is appointed VP of strategic marketing and business development
at Zarlink Semiconductor.Warner is a veteran of
more than 20
years in product
management and
sales in the telecom and optical
electronics industries. Most recently, he ran his
own consulting firm, 290 Ventures, which numbered Zarlink
among its clients. Warner began
his career as an ASIC design engineer with Wyle Laboratories,
and went on to hold a series of
progressively senior engineering,
sales, marketing and executive
positions with companies such as
Conexant Systems and Picolight. He graduated from Colorado State University with a degree in electrical engineering and
is a member of the university's
electrical engineering department’s industrial advisory board.
Warner likes to ski, hike and golf.

Normand Daigle
is appointed associate partner for
Oracle services at Capital Technology Partners. Normand has
over 10 years of
experience developing and managing businesscritical information systems.
Most recently, he
was Allstream’s
director of advisory services in
Eastern Canada. Normand earned
a bachelor’s degree in business
administration from uOttawa. He
volunteers as an account executive with the United Way.

Bob DeMartino,
ex-chief of sales at Sun Microsystems, is named vice president of
scalable, high-performance server
producer Liquid
Computing. Previously with Airgo
Networks and at
Sun for 16 years,
he brings more
than two decades of sales and marketing experience to his new job.

Jim Fowles
is named C-COM Satellite Systems’ new CFO, a position he’s
held at a number of local high tech
companies. He has a bachelor of
commerce degree (honours) from
Carleton and is a registered chartered accountant. For the past
eight years, Jim has served as
treasurer on the board of a nonprofit organization for adults with
acquired brain injuries.

Colin Goddard
is appointed to the board of biopharmaceutical company Zelos
Therapeutics. CEO of OSI Phar4

maceuticals, Colin brings over two
decades of corporate development
and operations experience to Zelos.
Prior to joining OSI, Colin spent four
years at the National Cancer Institute in Bethesda, Maryland. He sits
on the board of numerous organizations which promote cancer treatment and awareness, education and
biotechnology, including the
Biotechnology Industry Organization, CancerCare of Long Island,
and the Winston Churchill Foundation of the United States. Colin
holds a Ph.D. from the University
of Aston in Birmingham, UK.

William Keep,
a marketing professor at Quinnipiac University in Hamden, Connecticut, is named the first dean of
the Sprott School of Business at
Carleton University. Dr. Keep has
been a consultant to Alcatel division Anthem Blue Cross/Blue
Shield, Proctor & Gamble and the
US Department of Justice, among
others. He will begin his six-year
term January 1. The Sprott School
of Business was awarded full faculty status last December.

Marco Pagani
is named president and CEO of
Nakina Systems, replacing
company co-founder David Vicary,
who previously announced that he
would resign before the end of the
year. Currently chairman of the
board, Pagani has been with Nakina
for two years. He has served as
chairman of a
number of telecom technology
companies, including Nimcat
Networks, which
was sold to Avaya
in 2005. In the
March issue of SCAN, we reported
his appointment as chair of BTI
Photonic Systems. Formerly head
of optical divisions at Nortel, he has
over two decades of global marketing experience. Marco likes spending time with his nieces and
nephews and is active in the Italian
community and church.

Xavier Sotelo
is named VP of business development at web designer Atomic Motion. Xavier has worked for 24
years in national and international
sales and business development, with such
companies as
Sidus Systems,
Cognicase and,
most recently,
Wrapped Apps
Corp. He founded
Reynax Microtrade in Ottawa, and
grew the company into a multi-million dollar operation in the five
years he served as chief executive.
He is a lecturer and instructor,
sales and marketing, at Carleton’s
Sprott School. He earned a BA in
psychology from Carleton and is a
certified financial advisor. When not
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haunting the boardrooms of corporate America, Xavier is treading
the boards at the Ottawa Little
Theatre, where he has performed
in lead and principal roles in numerous plays, including P y gm a l i o n, Y e s t e r y e a r and The
Pleasure of His Company. He
studied acting in California, New
York, Toronto and Ottawa, and appeared in films and TV shows in-

cluding T h e S t r e e t s o f S a n
Francisco, the CBC mini-series
H2O and Stranger at the Door.

Peter Thomas
joins CATAAlliance’s management
team. With over 35 years of experience in information and communications technology (ICT), Peter is
considered one of the most capable
ICT architects consulting to gov-

ernment. He previously worked as
director of technology consulting for
Fujitsu Consulting and was a partner at Information Systems Group.
Peter graduated from Trinity College, Dublin, with a major in history and political science. He holds
a diploma in management studies
from the Aston University in
Birmingham, UK.
More, see Orbits, P. 10

nuggets
NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD
Macadamian shells
out for design
company
R&D outsourcing operation
Macadamian Technologies acquires fellow Ottawa company
Maskery, a user experience design firm. “For sophisticated software companies the ‘not invented
here’ syndrome is a thing of the
past,” says Macadamian president
and CEO Fréderic Boulanger.
“Successful software companies
are looking outside of their walls
for new ideas. Acquiring Maskery
brings to Macadamian the human
factors and design expertise we
need to sit at the boardroom table
with our customers when product
ideas are first taking shape, and
help them form, perfect, prototype,
design and build winning products.” Financial details of the sale
were not released. Boulanger says
there will be no job cuts as a result
of the acquisition. “Both companies have a strong order book and
are tightly managed to begin with,”
he says. “In fact, we plan to hire
more staff as we continue to grow,
and we believe this move will set
us apart from our competition and
help us to grow even more.”
Founded in 1997, Macadamian provides software development and
related services to clients throughout North America.

Corel buys
InterVideo
Corel Corp. plunges into the market for digital video and DVD’s with
the acquisition of InterVideo, maker of the popular WinDVD and
WinDVD Creator software. Corel
will pay approximately US$196 million for the Fremont, Ca, company,
US$13 million in cash. When completed, the deal will provide Corel
with what it deems “the industry’s
broadest portfolio of digital media
software ranging from photo sharing and image editing products to
advanced digital imaging, video
editing, and high-definition DVD
creation and playback software,”
says Corel CEO David Dobson.
“With outstanding products, talented employees and deep relationships with eight of the world's
top ten PC manufacturers, InterVideo represents a significant opportunity for Corel to deliver enhanced value to our shareholders.
This acquisition will also benefit
customers and partners as we expand our ability to provide flexible,
bundled solutions that meet the
needs of today's digital media consumers.”

EMS SATCOM
moving to Kanata
EMS SATCOM will begin construction on its new Ottawa headquarters in Kanata this October.
Senior VP and GM Neil Mackay
says the company is making the
move in response to record growth

the Canadian business community.” The deadline for submissions
is October 11, 2006.

NCF moves off-campus
National Capital FreeNet
moves from Carleton campus after outgrowing the offices it has occupied in Dunton tower since operations
commenced in 1993. NCF’s
new location, in the Trailhead building at 1960 Scott
Street, has not only sufficient
space for staff and volunteers but improved public access. “Ser vices have im proved significantly over the
past few years,” reports
John Selwyn, executive director. The NCF has complemented its donationbased dialup service (V92,
56K) with a fee-based, highspeed ser vice (3.0 MBps
DSL). We have gone to great
lengths to demystify the Internet, with help pages explaining how DSL works and
Office manager Brian Shouldice at NCF’s new quarters.
how best to use various services.” NCF remains the oldest and largest service currently has approximately 8,000 memFreeNet in Canada, serving some 80,000 users bers. For more about NCF, visit www.ncf.ca, or
over the past 13 years. The ISP and Email call 613-520-9001
and a need for space tailored to the
company’s specific requirements,
including room to develop new
products. EMS expects to quit its
present location at 1725 Woodward
Dr. and occupy the new building in
September 2007.

Sidense to double
engineering team

technology solutions designed to
improve sustainability for all
Canadian economic sectors, particularly solutions that address
more than one focus area. “With
an increasingly competitive global
clean-tech market, technologies
that effectively demonstrate their

ability to solve specific business
and environmental concerns often
stand the greatest chance of success,” says SDTC president and
CEO Vicky J. Sharpe. “Nonetheless, broad-spectrum solutions will
also be considered as these too are
of great interest to Canadians and

Intermap signs
Southeast Asia
distributor
Denver-based Intermap Technologies Corp., a digital topographer with offices in Ottawa, recruits Credent Technology Asia
as its newest data distributor serving Southeast Asia. “Intermap is
thrilled about our new partnership
with Credent Technology Asia,”
comments Intermap’s vice president of sales, Richard Smolenski.
“[It] will allow Credent to provide
accurate, cost-competitive data to
its extensive customer base
throughout Southeast Asia, while
enabling us to realize our goal of
building on the success of our
NEXTMap product by making our
digital elevation datasets available
to companies throughout Southeast Asia.” Intermap is currently
digitally remapping entire countries and building national databases with commercial uses in
such sectors as geographical information systems (GIS), engineering planning, transportation,
environmental management and
telecommunications/wireless. Internet applications include virtual
tours, topographic maps and computer games.
More, see Nuggets, P. 11

Two-year-old Sidense Corporation is on a hiring spree and plans
to double the number of engineers
on staff to 25 at their Canadian design center. The start-up intends
to add the new engineers over the
next six months to meet growing
demand for its memory semiconductor intellectual property cores
for customers that use the Sidense
technology in various electronic
devices including flat panel displays, wireless networks, PDAs
and cell phones. “We haven't promoted the company at all but word
is out and we are getting strong interest in our products from a range
of customers,” says CEO Xerxes
Wania. “Since our engineering
team is working on the latest memory designs in 65 and 90 nanometer
geometries, this will excite engineers looking to make a change.”

SDTC calls for
funding proposals
Sustainable Development Technology Canada is seeking its tenth
round of funding proposals. A federal initiative that supports the development of clean technologies,
SDTC recently released a whitepaper on electricity generation, which
identified specific investment priority areas such as biofuels, wind,
solar power, and stationary fuel
cells. SDTC is encouraging the
public and business to submit
national capital SCAN, September 2006 5
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technology education voice
EXPLORING ISSUES IN THE TEACHING AND THE BUSINESS OF TECHNOLOGY

New trends in high-tech training: biomedicine, bioinformatics, wireless
By Susan Hickman
hile telecommunications conW
tinues to attract new people
into the field, diversification in the
high technology industry is leading to the introduction of new
courses in biomedicine, bioinformatics, Internet applications and
wireless communications at local
universities and colleges.
In fact, Carleton University is reporting less of a call for training in
telecommunications — the information technology focus at the turn
of the century — and a strong move
into programs that train students
for the aerospace, security and defence and biosciences industries.
About 700 students — chosen
from 3,000 applicants — will begin
their studies at Carleton this fall in
computer science, engineering information technology, business information technology or in the interactive multimedia and design or
network technology programs offered by Carleton School of Information Technology.
This number is up 12% from last
year, says Samy Mahmoud, dean of
the Faculty of Engineering and Design, and compares favourably to
the 4% increase system-wide across
the province. All together, about 2,100
students are enrolled in the fouryear programs mentioned above.
This September, the faculty is offering a new undergraduate program in biomedical and electrical
engineering, a program designed to
prepare students to solve problems
in biotechnology and medicine.
About 60 new students will learn
about biomedical instrumentation,
such as surgical and vital sign
monitoring equipment, as well as
new technology in medical imaging and telemedicine.

Samy Mahmoud
“Diversification is a big factor
driving the growth in enrolment,”
says Mahmoud, who admits Carleton has been obser ving the
changes in the aerospace industry
over the past 15 years as well as
the new products coming in in the
health care sector.
Today, there is a higher demand
for people with the technological
expertise to work for such companies as Pratt & Whitney (aircraft
engines), Bombardier and Spar
Aerospace.
In the health industry, new products are targeting the earlier discovery of disease, monitoring of
heart patients, requirements for
medical imagery in telemedicine
and the demand for non-intrusive
medical diagnosis and procedure.
“All this is fuelling growth in certain industries. They need electrical engineers, and IT people with
this specialization.”
The current demand in the market has resulted in 100% placement
for the faculty’s 2006 graduate students, and Mahmoud believes this
year’s new cohort of students will
have the same kind of success.
“Based on today’s demand, they
will have excellent opportunities,

even outside Canada. Some (of the
school’s graduates) have gone to
Europe, Hong Kong, Singapore.
Canadian education is quite valued
abroad. And the United States continues to be a magnet.
“Quite a number went to Marconi,
Bombardier, Pratt & Whitney, Spar.
In the electronics area, they are all
over the place — Toronto, Ottawa,
Montreal. A lot of biotech grads have
gone to Vancouver. A number are
working for Alcatel in Ottawa and
France, Siemens, and European Air
Bus is hiring a lot of Canadians.”
The University of Ottawa’s
School of Information Technology
and Engineering (SITE) is expecting an enrolment similar to last
year, that is about 250 new students, in its undergraduate programs in computer engineering,
computer science, electrical engineering and software engineering.
Since the significant drop in enrolment two years ago, registration
at the school has stabilized, says
Murat Saatcioglu, vice-dean research and development in the
Faculty of Engineering.
Twenty-eight students are enrolled in the new undergraduate
degree program in biomedical mechanical engineering, the first in
the province of Ontario. The program will train students in the design of medical devices such as artificial hearts, implants and prostheses, as well as robotics for medical applications and biomechanics. Software engineering students
now also have the option of studying biomedical engineering in their
second year.
Bioinformatics (computational
biology), a new field of research
that applies mathematical and
computer science theories to fundamental biological and biomed-

Murat Saatcioglu
ical problems, is also a growing
trend, says Saatcioglu.
“We have been talking about establishing a degree program in
bioinformatics,” he says, “but we
have not yet instituted this program. We do have courses on bioinformatics within our computer science program, and we have researchers engaged in the field.”
About 80 students in mechanical,
civil, chemical or electrical engineering who have high grade point
averages are also pursuing a second degree in computing technology. After five or five and a half
years, they end up with a double
degree: a professional engineering
degree and a science degree in
computing technology. About 30
students have been newly admitted to this program this year.
In contrast to the stable number
of newcomers to the high-tech programming, the graduate student
population at uOttawa has increased significantly. Some 420
graduate students are involved in
high technology disciplines (computer engineering, computer science, electrical engineering and
software engineering).
“This is putting them in a more

e2-entrepreneur’s edge program, five
half days of training for would-be entrepreneurs — or for anyone willing
to cough up $1,200 for the chance to
learn the steps to starting a business,
taught to the tune of a syllabus designed by some of the brightest
minds in Ottawa’s tech community.
Beginning Sept. 11, e2 enrollees
will be linked with “seasoned entrepreneurs and start-up veterans
[who will] share lessons learned
from first-hand experiences, current best practices, and leading
models and strategies in an intensive five-session program.” They’ll
also get homework.
From the opening overview —
“the forces on new company formation” — to the closing pitch session, students will be put through
an intensive 11-module schedule

covering all things entrepreneurial,
like the importance of human capital, the value of intellectual property, and the nuances of investing.
Program enrollment is kept to a
maximum of 16 people, giving instructors more opportunity to address the specific concerns of students. Still, e2 has had trouble filling seats.
“It’s been a bit of a challenge,”
says Dave Scollon, manager of the
Ottawa Capital Network, an adjunct of OCRI’s Entrepreneurship
Centre. “Early-stage entrepreneurs
are typically very busy people. And
the cost is prohibitive. But it’s also a
filter. People won’t plunk down $1,200
on a course if they’re not serious
about it. That said, those who’ve
gone through the course have nothing but the best things to say.”
One providing such feedback is
Kenton White, e2 graduate and cofounder/CTO of I Squared Learn-

ing, a provider of automated solutions that assess and enhance personnel skills and work behavior.
“The material was just fantastic,” says White. “I come from an
engineering and science background, and e2 gave me the practical business knowledge I needed,
like strategy, finance and marketing. The company has been referring to course material all along
the way while growing I Squared
and it’s made a huge impact.”
Scollon says that the e2’s main
strength lies with its instructors,
“people who’ve started companies
themselves, who’ve lived it.”
SCAN columnist Peter Fillmore, a consultant with Westpark
Technology, brings more than 25
years of technology marketing and
sales management experience to
the program.
“All credit is due to Rainer Paduch [co-founder of the Ottawa

Junior Chamber
International
Ottawa
Worldwide Federation
of Young Leaders and
Entrepreneurs

JCI Ottawa means
business!

e2 brings entrepreneurs back to school
keeping with broader back-toactivity in September, OCRI
Iis nschool
offering a third installment of its

competitive position for the job market,” says Saatcioglu, who is leading
an initiative at the university to establish a research centre on hazard
mitigation and disaster management.
High technology would play an important role in such a research centre,
he says, in terms of developing sensors, instrumentation, secure communications, Internet security, wireless communication and robotics.
Algonquin College is seeing a
similar trend to uOttawa in its firstyear enrolment in high-tech courses.
Some 800 or 900 students — similar to last year’s number — are
expected to study computer programming, computer technology,
computer science (including electronics), Internet application programming and Internet security
systems at Algonquin this fall.
Responding to a growth in the
area of Internet application programming, Algonquin is introducing a new two-year course in that
field to 30 students this year.
Morris Uremovich, executive
dean of technology and trades at Algonquin, notes, “We are moving into wireless technology and training.
There is more of an interest because the wireless sector is growing
quickly and we are following suit in
our training by integrating wireless
courses into computer engineering
and electronics.”

Angel Alliance and e2 course designer],” says Fillmore. “He’s been
working behind the scenes for a
number of years, pushing to get
the course up and running.”
Like Scollon, Fillmore also believes that the relatively high cost
for the program is necessary, but
for a different reason.
“It’s been the custom to offer entrepreneur-type courses free of
charge, but that usually results in
a watered-down product,” says
Fillmore. “The material is often
poorly prepared, ’cause those involved don’t want to put in the required work without some compensation.”
Anyone interested in taking the
e2-entrepreneur’s edge program
would do well to start sharpening
those pencils, polishing them apples and, for more information or
to register, go to www.ottawacapitalnetwork.com/the_edge.

• September 12,
Rideau Club Cocktail
Reception (R.S.V.P.
required)
• September 19,
Entrepreneurship,
Finance and Business
Meeting
• September 20-24,
JCI Canada National
Convention, Kingston
To R.S.V.P. or for more
information contact
Neil Robitaille at
nrobitai@gmail.com.
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Theory and Practical... Algonquin College graduates offer hands-on experience and technical skills!
The reputation of the programs, including degrees, graduate certificates, diplomas, and certificates
is strong in the community. To find out more about programs built in collaboration with industry, visit:
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FirstHand takes VoIP mobile via OEM channels Orbits… from P. 4
This type of market transition is
important for strategists
to understand, and
described very
well in Clayton
C h r i s t e n s e n’ s
book “The Innovator’s Solution”.
Other market transitions are
equally critical, and when Hattey
assumed his position at SIPquest
in June 2005 he saw a diverse product line, and an evolving market
landscape that indicated a need to
sharpen and update the business
focus.

Marketech

PETER FILLMORE

hen does a young company
consider a name change?
W
Why?
When referred to FirstHand
Technologies, I learned that a
name change had been made recently (formerly SIPquest) and
felt there may be a story about positioning strategies and how they
change with market evolution. I
talked with Dave Hattey, president & CEO, and PR officer Elyse
Familant.

Product Line
Hattey had first heard of
SIPquest when he was at 3Com as
GM voice business. An active hardware development project to support multimedia was giving him
concerns about time to market. By
using a software layer from
SIPquest, 3Com got all the functionality needed, faster time to
market, and eliminated the need
for development of new hardware.
This was an example of how early
markets favour “fully integrated
products”, then transition to a value chain favouring “specialist layers” for critical functionality, and
evidence that IP telephony markets
were going through this transition.

10

SIP start
The company had been founded
with technology for the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) marketplace
of Internet telephony devices, but
the SIP category adoption was
very rapid. The key marketplace
event was SIP’s acceptance by
Cisco, signaling the maturity of
SIP as a technology category. The
SIP “quest” was over.

Positioning
Meanwhile, the mobile phone
market is mature and very large,
but still frothy with innovation,
Voice over IP (VoIP) being one of
the rising sub-segments. Targeting the intersection of “mobility”
with “VoIP” provided a better context for attaining market leadership, with very strong messaging
possibilities, both for the marketing efforts and the investor interest
in new value creation. Investors,
in fact, prefer to find and fund categories, like VoIP, that are in the
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early stages of Tornado-grade acceptance, in the context of Geoffrey Moore’s “Chasm crossing”
model for the technology adoption
life cycle.
The resulting positioning decisions are well articulated on their
website, with prose such as “FirstHand Technologies is the only Independent Software Vendor that is
equipped to provide the mobile
VoIP client software for the handheld devices. We deliver quality
mobile VoIP solutions with time to
market advantages.”
Hattey engaged a specialist firm
to lead a brainstorming session
that produced 300 potential new
names. The short list, of course,
had to include only names for
which the copyright, trademark,
and Internet URLs were available.
After picking FirstHand Technologies they brainstormed about potential logo designs, and initially
had 72 options! Once the choices
were made, timing was considered. They decided to time it to
synchronize with a $7 million Series C Round in May 2006, using
the press attention they were getting from the investment round.

Market pull
As the new market strategy
evolved, they had to consider developing their own sales channels
versus using OEM deals to generate sales. OEMs had already validated the time to market advantages provided by FirstHand, and
certainly offered FirstHand the advantages of existing global OEM
sales networks. The OEM route
was chosen, and FirstHand now
has supply agreements with many
well known partners.
“Inclusion of our OEM products
in solutions by Cisco, Nortel,
3Com and others allow us to create market pull, and they are very
cooperative in joint marketing with
FirstHand, even including us in
their big marketing programs at
events like 3GSM, CTIA, VON
and VoiceCon,” comments Hattey.
In fact Hattey attended VoiceCon
in San Francisco recently and had
a full dance card with no FirstHand booth. Now, reports Hattey,
the marketing team can focus
more on thought leadership — for
example speaking at shows and
conferences, white papers, and
getting articles published. “The
last three issues of BCR (Business Communications Review)
have contained articles about
FirstHand to articulate the need
for our technology,” he says. Also,
Hattey writes a monthly column
on TMCnet and contributes to
CNET to keep company visibility
high.
“In an OEM deal your level of
visibility has some pros & cons,”
comments Hattey. “Having your
logo appear in solutions delivered
by an OEM customer will create
more brand visibility, but may
lead to your phone ringing off the
line from OEM end customers
calling in with support problems,
most of which you have no control
over.”

Enablence
enlists legendary photonics pioneer
Josef Straus as ‘strategic advisor.’
At the same time, the start-up optical firm hires
John Daniel
(Dan) Hilton
(pictured) as VP
finance and admin, effective immediately. Dan is
a chartered accountant
and
holds a bachelor of commerce degree (honours) from uOttawa. He
began his career with Deloitte &
Touche. In 1996, he joined the
World Heart Corporation, then
moved to the Ottawa Heart Institute as director of finance and administration. More recently, he cofounded KidsFutures Inc., a rewards program that helps parents
plan and finance their kids’ education.

Mosaid
appoints Peter Gillingham to the
new position of VP and chief
technology officer,
making him the
first titular CTO in
the company’s 30plus years. The
17-year Mosaid
employee and former vice president and GM, inPeter
tellectual property division, will ad- Gillingham
vise on technology trends and development strategies. Prior to joining Mosaid, Peter
was a senior IC
design engineer
at Mitel. He holds
an M.Eng in electronics from Carleton and an M.Sc
in management
Michael
from Stanford.
Kaskowitz
The company also

Envirotech… from P. 3
The BE2BN team is intent on facilitating the creation of the entire
value chain of policy making, researching, financing, exporting
and partnering, for example, with
waste producing companies, to
create a value network to grow Ottawa companies.
Lawless figures Ottawa’s entrepreneurial spirit and technology community are why Ottawa will become
a significant player in the world market. Using biomass/ biotech companies such as Ensyn, Iogen and
Lafléche Environmental as a nucleus, the industry will continue to
grow, he asserts. As for dropping out
of the Kyoto Protocol (see Après Kyoto, page 14), Lawless sees a positive side because we can now expand
our focus beyond just carbon reduction and into other environmental areas such as water quality. He figures
that environmental companies have
an ROI that affects the quality of life
as well as the national economy.
The good news comes with some
smoggy news. The Washington-

names Michael Kaskowitz to the
new position of senior VP, semiconductor IP. Michael has spent 25
years in the embedded processing,
IP, and electronic design automation industries. Previously, he was
president of VSI Alliance, the leading semiconductor IP standards
body, and general manager of Mentor Graphics’ IP and embedded
software divisions. Mike holds a BS
in electrical engineering from the
University of Illinois. “In creating
these two new senior roles, we are
building the management strength
needed to keep the company at the
forefront of technology and business development in the IP industry,” says George Cwynar,
Mosaid’s president and chief
executive.

Osler, Hoskin &
Harcourt LLP
adds Marcus Klee and Steven
Seiferling to its IP department.
Marcus was previously with McCarthy Tétrault
in Toronto, where
he worked as a litigation associate
since his call to
the bar in 2002.
Marcus’s practice
will
i n c l u d e Marcus Klee
patent, trademark and copyright
litigation, and will focus primarily
on pharmaceutical litigation.
He received his
LL.B. from Osgoode Hall Law
School. Steven’s
practice will focus
on trade-marks,
copyright law and
Steven
litigation. He obSeiferling
tained his LL.B.
from the University of
Saskatchewan in 2004 and is currently completing his LL.M. in law
and technology at uOttawa. He
was called to the bar in November
More, see Orbits, P. 15
2005.
Based Center for Global Economic Development recently published an index that measures the
environmental standing of 21 developed countries. The index attempts to measure a country’s policy impact on the global climate,
fisheries and biodiversity. Using
2004 data, Canada measured 19th out
of 21. We scored that low due to our
high greenhouse gas emission rate
per capita (23 tonnes for Canadians
with the average of the 21 countries
being 14 tonnes). However, most of
the blame was pinned on government inaction. In particular, our low
gasoline taxes were cited as bad for
the environment. However, Canada
did rank 2nd in terms of support for
technology. With entrepreneurial
motivation, new combinations of
technologies, and security of energy
concerns, this means the green flag
is up and the race is on for environmental product and service
companies.
James Bowen, PhD, PMP, CMC
is an Ottawa technology entrepreneur and adjunct professor at
the University of Ottawa’s School
of Management.

nuggets
NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD … continued from P. 5
March posts
impressive numbers
Digital sur veillance provider
March Networks did $22.8 million
in sales for the quarter ended July
31, compared with $14.9 million for
the same quarter last year — an increase of 53%. Net earnings for the
period, excluding future income
taxes, were $5 million, or $0.28 per
share on a diluted basis, compared
with $3.2 million or $0.19 per diluted share for the first quarter of fiscal 2006. “In Q1 our customers continued with their deployments of
digital video solutions, allowing
March Networks to achieve another quarter of sequential and yearover-year growth,” says Peter
Strom, president and CEO.

Tundra revenue
up in Q1
Tundra Semiconductor posts revenue of $19.5 million for the quarter ended July 30, an increase of 7%
from Q1 2006. Pro forma earning
was of $2 million, up 9% compared
to the same period last fiscal year,
but down 24% quarter-over-quarter. “Our business remains strong
and profitable. Our Alliance and
Silicon Logic Engineering acquisitions both performed within the
guidance range for Q1-2007, with
Alliance contributing revenue of
$1.9 million for the full quarter and
SLE contributing $1.5 million over
the last two months of the quarter,”
says Jim Roche, Tundra president
and CEO. “Our outlook for Q2-2007
is strong — we anticipate continued positive contributions from our
acquisitions as well as continued
growth in all regions.” The company expects revenue to grow to between $21 million and $23 million in
Q2. Tundra recently put its RIOLAB on the market, just seven
months after the test facility
opened. But according to a company spokesperson the move does not
mean that RIOLAB is in any trouble; in fact, selling the lab once it
was on firm footing was always part
of Tundra’s plan. “Tundra created
the lab because we found we were
already doing a lot of this work,”
says RIOLAB head Geoff Roddick,
“but we want to get it away from
Tundra so our competitors are happier coming here — it is a service
for the industry, not just for Tundra’s use.” RIOLAB officially
opened for business just two weeks
ago, announcing it was available for
test sessions for RapidIO product
vendors and manufacturers.

CATA forms alliance
with counterparts in
US and Mexico
The Canadian Advanced Technology Alliance, Canada’s largest
tech business advocacy group, is
teaming with the Software and Information Industries Association,
the foremost trade group for America’s software and digital content

industry, and Canietti, Mexico’s
high tech association. “We will be
offering our members better access
to America through the SIIA’s programs,” says John Reid, president
of CATAAlliance, in a news release.
“Both sets of members will be able
to compare practices on all aspects
of bottom-line growth: critical
‘process’ issues like financing, channel strategies, management efficiency, and employee maximization;
and ‘global growth’ issues like exporting, supply chains, and the international public-sector markets.
We see Canada as a business takeoff point for American companies
looking for international contracts.”

Camera maker
snapped up by US firm
Lumenera Corporation, a local
manufacturer of digital cameras
and the choice for best tech company at this year’s OCRI awards, is
acquired by Duluth, Georgia-based
Roper Industries. The latest addition to Roper’s “imaging alliance,”
Lumenera, according to CEO Huw
Leahy, will retain management and
staff and continue to operate under
its current name. Lumenera makes
high-performance digital video cameras for industry and applications
in science, security and astronomy.
Roper finalized three acquisitions
in its most recent quarter and expects to buy another, unspecified
company within two weeks. The estimated value of the purchases is
approximately US$94 million.

Enablence gets
financing, debuts
on TSX after
reverse takeover
Enablence Inc., a maker of optical
networks equipment, announces a
second-round
financing deal
worth $11.3 million and goes public on the TSX
after a reverse
takeover
by
Pacific NorthArvind
west Partners of
Chhatbar
Vancouver. “To
raise an additional $11.3 million in an
over-subscribed round through a private placement is a testament to the
team, the products and the technology Enablence has developed,” says
Ian Joseph of Paradigm Capital .
Enablence was founded just as the
tech sector collapsed. The company
survived on private funding from the
four founders (Arvind Chhatbar,
Ashok Balakrishnan, Serge Bidnyk
and Matt Pearson) as well as friends
and family, before putting together a
$5 million-deal with an angel investor
last August. In other company news,
legendary photonics pioneer Josef
Straus has agreed to become ‘strategic advisor’ to the start-up. “Jozef
Straus … is an influential individual
in the optical components industry,”
says president and CEO Chhatbar.

“Enablence is developing an optical
chip for optical modems for the fiberto-the home (FTTH) industry and
we are thrilled that Jozef has agreed
to assist … as a strategic advisor.”
At the same time, the company announced the hiring of Dan Hilton as
VP Finance.

Smart expanding
Smart Technologies Inc. will
break ground on a 260,000 squarefoot assembly and warehousing
complex on Kanata’s Palladium
Drive in August. A maker of interactive whiteboards, interactive pen
displays, digital signage, wireless
slates and software, Smart says it’s
expanding its Ottawa facilities to
meet increasing global demand for
its products. The building is expected to be finished and operation-ready by May next year.

same period last year, an increase
of 119%. This is the 9th consecutive
profitable quarter for the company to date. “The increased sales
this quarter were the direct result
of the wide acceptance and continued increased demand for the
iNetVu Mobile platforms, which
are becoming the platform of
choice for satellite operators and
resellers worldwide,” says C-COM
president and CEO Leslie Klein.

Allen-Vanguard
posts strong quarter
Security and countermeasures
equipment maker Allen-Vanguard
continues its return from hard times,
posting a profit of $600,000, or two

cents a share, in Q3 ending June 30.
Revenue in the quarter was $14.5
million. In the same period last fiscal
year, the company lost $1.6 million,
or 14 cents a share on revenue of
$11.3 million. “The pattern of continued and increasing profitability is
gratifying,” says president and CEO
David Luxton. “We are very pleased
with our third quarter results and
the strong visibility we have on an
exceptional fourth quarter. This is
before any major potential contract
wins through our business development activity with Lockheed Martin on ECM programs in the US,
where our products have been
performing well in trials.”
More, see Nuggets, P. 12

Mosaid numbers
climb in Q1
Mosaid Technologies reports a
jump in profit and revenue in its
first quarter, ended July 1. With its
expanding patent portfolio paying
handsome dividends, the company
earned $6.7 million, or 58 cents a
share, a 50% increase over the
same period last year. Net income,
however, took a million-dollar hit
due to an extraordinary income tax
expense. Revenue during the quarter shot up 61% to $23 million, largely owing to the licence with PortalPlayer, Inc. Mosaid also declared a dividend of 25 cents per
share. “The company recorded an
excellent first quarter, marked by
the important licensing agreement
with Infineon, improved bookings
from our semiconductor IP products group, and the revenue from
PortalPlayer, which extends our
patent reach beyond the DRAM
and embedded DRAM markets,”
says George Cwynar, Mosaid president and CEO. The strong showing will likely have company execs
thumbing their collective nose at
Loeb Partners Corporation, which
has called for new management, demanded the sale of the company’s
IP division, recommended that Mosaid be sold outright and threatened
to spark a shareholder revolt if its
prescriptions are not met. Mosaid
has already politely rejected Loeb's
suggestions.

C-COM sales and
profits up
C-COM Satellite Systems Inc.
made $1,659,644 in revenue and
$96,742 in operating profit, or $0.003
cents per share, in Q1, ended May
31st, 2006. These numbers are up
25.4% and 429%, respectively, from
the same quarter last year, when
the company did $1,323,460 in sales
and had an operating profit of
$4,226 or $0.0001 cents per share.
The company also reports a net income of $52,912 so far this fiscal
year, compared to $24,189 in the
national capital SCAN, September 2006 11

Bringing eco-communities to North America
By Gemma Richardson
hile some people may think
an ecologically-friendly urban
W
community is a far off concept, for
Greg Searle (pictured) the concept will be a reality in North
America in just a matter of years.
“I don’t think it’s crazy to think
in my lifetime there will be as many
eco-neighbourhoods as suburbs,”
says Searle.
The 33-year old entrepreneur
is co -founder and co -director
of the North
American program for O n e
Planet Living
(OPL), a joint
initiative of the
World Wildlife
Fu n d (WWF)
and BioRegional Development Group.
One Planet
Living (OPL)
builds on the
work of both organizations to promote the concepts of sustainable development
and reducing the world’s ecological footprint.
BioRegional created the
BedZED (Beddington Zero fossil
Energy Development) project in
London, England, which resulted
in the development of 100 ecohomes in 2002. Searle says
BedZED made a huge impact and
ultimately shifted the policy landscape.

OPL North America is an attempt to import the concept of sustainable communities such as
BedZED as models for Canada and
the United States. Searle says
these eco-communities will provide all sorts of benefits for consumers because the neighbourhoods will be healthier, safer communities where people get more
exercise and interact with their
neighbours, all while living in a truly sustainable manner.
“There is a huge latent market,”
says Searle. “If
[eco-homes] were
commercially
available, people
would start to use
them.” He uses
the example of his
hybrid car to illustrate his point.
Hybrid cars were
not originally expected to do very
well, he explains,
but today they are
making up about
10% of the market.
Currently, those who want an
eco-home in North America must
construct it themselves since there
are none commercially available.
Looking to create and encourage
options for those who want a sustainable lifestyle, OPL North
America provides consulting services to develop advanced, sustainable communities with partners in the emerging “green” real
estate market.

“I don’t think it’s
crazy to think in my
lifetime there will
be as many econeighbourhoods
as suburbs.”

Access pre-venture capital funding
Call for applications

We support the development and demonstration of Canadian
clean technologies. Right now,we are actively seeking solutions
that address issues related to clean water and clean soil. We are
also continuing to look for solutions related to clean air and
climate change,and especially those that integrate benefits in
two or more of our areas of focus.
We are an arm’s-length Foundation funded by the Government
of Canada. Our mission:to act as the primary catalyst in building a
sustainable development technology infrastructure in Canada.

We want to hear from you.
Submit your funding application
August 23 to October 11, 2006

www.sdtc.ca
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Searle says feasibility studies are
already underway at about half a
dozen sites, including a location in
the Rockcliffe area of Ottawa. By
2010, Searle hopes that OPL North
America will have several hundred
homes under construction in small
developments. But the ultimate objective is to build small towns of
2,000 to 3,000 homes. These ecocommunities will include urban
centres
and
every aspect of
the community
will be environmentally sustainable — from
building materials and energy
sources, to food,
transport and fair
trade.
OPL North
America is Searle’s latest venture. He is also
the co -founder,
former CTO and
cur rent owner
and director of Tomoye Corporation, a knowledge management
firm based in Gatineau, Quebec.
The company works with clients
such as UNESCO, USAID,
Health Canada, the U.S. Internal Revenue Service and large
corporations such as John Deere,
to create communities of practice.
With Tomoye’s software, organized groups of professionals all
working on the same topic for the
same company are able to share
ideas regardless of where they are
located. These organized discussions between professionals enable employees of the same company to share ideas and research
and helps prevent them from continually “reinventing the wheel,”
explains Searle.

Searle studied
political science
and international development
at the University of Guelph. He
co-founded the
We l l i n g t o n
Freespace Community Network, as well as
a telecom company in Guelph.
Before cof o u n d i n g To moye, Searle
worked for the
United Nations
in Rome where
he developed a
web research
portal for fish
stock management around the
world. Maintaining fish stocks is
a problem spanning different
organizations
and governments and his
online community around this
issue is still in
use today. It was this project
which led him to co-found Tomoye.
Searle left Tomoye as CTO in
2005 and spent most of a year traveling. By chance he came across
OPL while he was in Switzerland.
He says he always had an idea of
how he would like to bring up a
family and OPL aligned his personal dream with his career aspirations. Searle
says OPL appealed to him
because
it
targets mainstream, ordinary people with
ecologicallyfriendly developments.
“You can keep
your jobs and
your friends in
the city,” explains Searle. “It
has to be easy
for people. But
recycling alone
is not going to save the planet.”
Searle is looking to rapidly expand OPL North America over the
next decade and push for policies
on environmental standards, building codes and renewable energy
sources.
“We are looking to change the
market,” says Searle. “The American dream we’ve been handed —
a suburban home with two cars in
the garage — is not everything it
could be.” He explains that it is not
about reducing peoples’ standards
of living in order to be sustainable,
but changing the idea of what constitutes quality of life and standard
of living.
“If everyone lived the way North
Americans do, we would need five
planets to support us,” Searle says.

“We are looking to
change the market.
If everyone lived
the way North
Americans do,
we would need
five planets to
support us.”

Nuggets… from P. 5
Wi-LAN scores with
syndicate
Calgary-cum-Ottawa firm WiLAN Inc. negotiates an $8-million financing deal with a syndicate of investors co-led by Paradigm Capital and Wellington
West Capital Markets and including Haywood Securities.
The group agreed to purchase 6.4
million of Wi-LAN common
shares at $1.25 a share, for gross
proceeds of $8 million. Wi-LAN
says it plans to use the money for
working capital and general corporate purposes. Wi-LAN recently recr uited patent wunderkind Jim Skippen, ex of Mosaid, as CEO.

Nuvo profitable
in Q3
Nuvo Network Management
posts a profitable third quarter, a
marked reversal from the same
period a year ago. Nuvo earned
$119,630 in the quarter ending
June 30, compared to a loss of
$687,000 in Q3 last fiscal year.
Sales inched to $4.219 million from
$4.160 million a year ago. The company says it signed a record $8.2
million in new contracts during
the quarter. “Revenues increased
to $4.2 million in the quarter despite an over $200,000 negative impact the stronger Canadian dollar
had on a year-over-year basis,”
Nuvo president and CEO Phil
Weaver says. “Our operating
costs in the quarter decreased by
28 per cent from the same quarter last year as a result of improved efficiencies.” For the first
three quarters of the year, Nuvo
lost of $89,793 compared to a loss
of $1.3 million in the same period
a year ago.

Optionsource.net
adopts Recognia
software
Optionsource.net will offer a new
pattern recognition service for
subscribers through a partnership
with Ottawa-based Recognia Inc.,
a provider of automated identification and chart pattern recognition software for financial websites, online brokerages and other trading institutions. The new
Optionsource.net service allows
subscribers to automatically track
and analyze price and volume patterns for all securities and indices
in major markets in the US and
Canada. “Technical event and
trend identification is critical,
whether you are a short-term trader or looking for long-term
growth,” says Jason Ayres, president and CEO, Optionsource.net.
“By combining Recognia’s advanced screening capability with
our education and support for
trading equity options, Optionsource.net subscribers are well positioned to make informed decisions.” Recognia was founded in
2000.
More, see Nuggets, P. 13

Nuggets… from P. 12
R&D has
drug company
hemorrhaging
Cholesterol dr ug researcher
Liponex, currently in pre-trial
stage, loses $714,412 in its latest
quarter, almost as much as it
dropped in the same period a year
ago. Liponex’s leading drug product, CRD5, will soon enter clinical trials. Focusing on high-density lipoprotein or “good cholesterol,” the company is spending
heavily on R&D and expects outlay to rise as the clinical trial advances. “In the second quarter we
focused on completing the final
preparations for our first trial in
patients,” president and CEO Bill
Dickie says in a statement. “With
the clinical trial material now in

hand and compounding underway, we remain on track to start
patient dosing in the trial this
quarter and to obtain results from
the trial in the first quarter of
2007.”

Telesat profits soar
Telesat Canada (telesat.ca),
BCE’s satellite services wing,
posts $43 million in earnings for
Q2, up 63% from the same quarter a year ago. The company says
lower enacted future tax rates and
the elimination of the large corporation tax in 2006 is largely responsible for the increase. Operating revenue was $119.6 million,
down 13% from last year’s second
quarter. Telesat says the dip
stems from the sale of an IDL network, without which revenue
would have shown a slight improvement.
More, see Nuggets, P. 15
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After the game with the Canadian Masters National Champions, BDU (Bad Daddy Ultimate): Back Row:
Greg Searle, Ken Maclean, Thuc Nguyen, Wah Phung-Lu, Mike Belanger, Jake Davies. Middle Row: Paul
Morrison, Bill Millett, Pat Scott, Larry Strickland, Ken Lange. Front Row: Wing Chan, Mike Dauz, Garry
Watanabe, Darcy Surette, Chun Au, Sebastien Belanger, Roy Germon. Reclining: Ron Brennan

Ultimate attracts high tech players
as Ottawa rocks championships
By Marcus McCann
By the end of the second day of
round robin play in Halifax, Ottawa’s Bad Daddy Ultimate
(BDU) had qualified for the master’s championship game.
Team members carefully marshaled their play, positioning themselves to be in peak physical condition for the finals, even though
they had several preliminaries left
to play. They watched as Ottawa’s
other master’s team at the tournament, Smell My Mule, cinched
the last spot in the finals.
“We know those guys; they know
us,” making strategy all the more
important, according to Ken
Lange of BDU.
During the competition, Mule
dropped its first three games in a
row, coming back to win five
straight — including beating BDU
— in the second half of the tournament. But the final match was
BDU's, as they continued to steamroll over the competition, finishing
with a 7-2 record and the Canadian
Championship title.
Any animosity was left on the
field.
“The camaraderie after the
game was high,” says Lange.
The Canadian Ultimate Championships, held from August 17-20,
saw nine Ottawa teams participate.
Ottawa boasts one of Canada's
largest Ultimate player leagues,
with 5,000 participants on roughly
300 teams.
Lange began playing Ultimate in
1995 after joining Nortel. Now a Se-

Lange and others on BDU — a
nior Integration Developer working on English as a second lan- team newly formed this year — are
guage software for Ottawa startup keeping their eyes on the prize.
“We’re already talking about what
Neurolanguage.com, Lange says
that Ultimate appeals to high tech we have to do next year,” he says.
Indoor play in the winter will help
workers for many reasons.
“The sport lends itself to a broad keep players in shape. Indoor Ultimate, played on a
spectrum of abilismaller field,
ty, it's self-officiatwith no wind reed, and it’s a gensistance and fewtleman’s game,”
er players, is
Lange says. “It’s
generally considalso quite social.”
ered a fasterAbout half the
paced game.
members of BDU
Ottawa was
work in the high
well-represented
tech sector, acat the Canadian
cording to Lange.
Ultimate ChamBDU qualified
pionships. Stella
for the Canadian
placed second in
Ultimate Chamthe Women’s dipionships in July
vision after a
at Ottawa’s No
tough champiBorders Ultionship match.
mate tournaLotus, the winment. There they
ning team, finfinished at the
Photo: Stephen Locke ished with a
top of the group,
which secured Ken Lange makes a catch in the perfect record.
final championship game
Phoenix dropped
them a place at
against Ottawa team Mule
the bronze game
nationals.
The world Ultimate champi- to Grand Trunk, landing them in 4th
onship will be held in Vancouver in place in the Open division.
There were mixed results for the
2008. The Halifax tournament represents the beginning of the road rest of Ottawa’s teams. Firebird,
to world’s because, with two On- Ottawa’s other competitor in Open
tario teams at the top of master's play, placed 6th out of 12 teams. OJ
play, next year’s national competi- placed 5th out of 8 in the Juniors.
tion — in Toronto — will seed three Hammerhead placed 8th and Big
Ontario teams. The winner of the Fish placed 13th out of 16 teams
Toronto contest will select the play- in the Mixed division. Scarlett
ers that represent Canada at the placed 9th out of 10 teams in the
Women’s division.
international competition.
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Merging innovation: one voice for all
Ottawa’s advanced technology sectors
“We are too large of a country and
too small of a population and too
s the Ottawa Centre for Re- small of an influence,” says Dale,
search and Innovation (OCRI) “to do the branding ourselves. But
and the Ottawa Life Sciences Coun- if we don’t get our act together, we
cil (OLSC) merge this fall, OCRI are going to lose out worldwide.”
“Higher levels of government
president Jeffrey Dale emphasizes
the importance of focusing on inter- need to come up with an Ontario
national markets, attracting “criti- brand. We look for leadership
cal talent,” as well as approaching from the province, and to put the
all levels of government for funding resources forward to market it.”
However Premier Dalton
and support as “one voice.”
While Dale, who will remain pres- McGuinty, who heads the Ministr y of Reident of the new
and Innoorganization,
“We want to make search
vation as its first
ponders the possibility of resure we are helping minister, says a
change of name
branding in order
companies start,
“is a decision that
to remain globally competitive, he
helping companies the organization
will have to make
admits that buildgrow, building better if they deem it
ing a strong internal core is just
management teams, necessary.”
McGuinty says
as important.
“We want to doing it better, cheaper his ministry “values the work of
make sure we are
and faster than
community-based
helping compaanybody else.”
organizations like
nies start, helping
OCRI and OLSC,
companies grow,
building better management teams, who share our vision for a strong and
doing it better, cheaper and faster vibrant Ontario. These two organithan anybody else. At the same zations have worked very hard to
time, you have to balance the efforts promote research and innovation in
you put into marketing yourselves the province and we look forward to
seeing what they will achieve in the
internationally.”
While the federally incorporated future now that they have merged
Medical and Related Sciences Dis- to become one organization.”
OCRI, known for its expertise in
covery District (MaRS), a twosquare-kilometre commercialization technology marketing and promotion
convergence centre for life sciences and for its focus on innovation dyand technology in downtown Toron- namics for more than two decades,
will continue to
to, actively marprovide knowlkets its philosophy
“It
may
be
worth
edge-sharing foof innovation,
linking Ontario’s
rums, networking
OCRI, says Dale,
opportunities, ed“may as well piginnovation
efforts
to
ucational support
gyback on someprograms and rething that already
the MaRS brand,
search collaborahas the (internabecause they seem to tion initiatives to
tional) reputation.”
members.
How that might
be getting some level itsOLSC
has supultimately affect
of international
ported the life
how the new
sciences sector
OCRI is marketrecognition. But
in Ottawa since
ed, however, Dale
is not prepared to MaRS stands for down- the early 1990s
and, today, the
speculate.
As “one voice,” town Toronto. How do more than 140
and
the new organizayou then extend that companies
40 research cention will be able to
across the province?” tres or institutes
focus on internathat make up the
tional markets,
Dale suggests. “We can become suc- sector are recognized as being
cessful in Ottawa, but the whole among the four leading life science
province has to be successful. On- clusters in the country.
Its strength in the fields of contario seems to have the energy to
create innovation that is recognized vergent technologies, bioproducts
internationally. How do we brand and environmental technologies, as
that? Something that’s catchy for well as the more traditional drug disOntario, something innovative, coveries, is economically significant.
The merger, says Dale, “brings
something that would be recognized.
“It may be worth linking On- together Ottawa’s leading economtario’s innovation efforts to the ic development agencies with one
MaRS brand, because they seem purpose: to grow Ottawa’s life scito be getting some level of inter- ence and technology industries, innational recognition. But MaRS creasing quality of life for all of Otstands for downtown Toronto. tawa’s residents. By leveraging the
How do you then extend that strengths of each organization, we
will have an industry association
across the province?

By Susan Hickman
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that is more effective and more influential than either OCRI or OLSC
would have been, had they continued as separate organizations.”
OLSC president and CEO Ken
Lawless, who will join the OCRI
executive management team as a
vice-president and head the life sciences program, believes “by working together to ensure Ottawa’s
continued growth, we will reinforce
our position as a global innovation
hub and make it possible to compete with leading technology centres around the world.”
Once merged, officially scheduled
for October 1, the new organization
will be the leading science, technology and innovation centre for Ottawa. It will operate under the
OCRI umbrella out of the current
OCRI offices on Queensview Drive.

Deborah Weinstein, OCRI chair,
says the new organization’s combined
membership base of 750 “will focus
… on being the best at, and the best
known for translating innovative ideas
into commercial successes across all
of our key knowledge sectors.
“We will have deeper and broader capabilities to strategically market our region to facilitate trade
and to attract the investment, people, and companies critical to our
region’s sustained success.”
After the merger was announced
in June, the Ontario Ministry of Research and Innovation announced
that $1.7 million would be invested, over three years, in several
OCRI and OLSC managed initiatives aimed at strengthening Ottawa’s economic advantage and
fostering a culture of innovation.

A-p-r-è-s K-y-o-t-o
he Kyoto Protocol was adopted in Kyoto, Japan, on DeT
cember 11, 1997 with its objec-

Yet predictions are that in the near
future a significant portion of air
pollution in California will be from
tives derived from The United China. The minister made the
Nations Framework Conven- case that countries classified as
tion on Climate Change. The “developed” are worried about
their competiU.N. Conventive positions if
tion set an
overall frame- Canada is the first and countries such
work for gov- only country to publicly as China and India don’t have to
ernments to
state that our Kyoto make the same
use when crereducating national
targets won’t be met. pollution
tion commitpolicy to rements.
spond to cliCanada suggested commitmate change concerns. The main
objective of the Convention is to ments for developing nations at
“stabilize greenhouse gases con- the last Kyoto meeting but this
centrations at levels that would suggestion was rebuffed. It apprevent dangerous anthro- pears now that the government
pogenic interference with the cli- will jump off the Kyoto bandwagon and develop a “Made in Canamate system.”
Governments are supposed to da” approach, focusing on ingather and share information on creasing public transit, increasgreenhouse gas emissions, na- ing the use of alternative fuels,
tional policies, and best practices. and decreasing sulfur emissions
Developed countries, such as from industrial sectors.
The government has recently
Canada, committed to reduce their
overall greenhouse gas emissions announced a plan for base metal
by an average of about 5% by 2012. smelters to reduce annual emisAs of February 2006, when the ac- sions by 50%, and to reduce antual Protocol came into effect, 161 nual sulfur dioxide emissions by
states had ratified, acceded to or about 70% by 2015. To combat the
two-thirds of smog forming polaccepted the Protocol.
Canada’s commitment is to re- lutants that come from the use of
duce GreenHouse Gas emissions vehicles in urban centers, Cana(GHG) such as carbon, dioxide, da has allocated $2 billion to inmethane, and nitrous oxide 6% crease the use of public transportation and to increase the avbelow 1990 levels.
However Rona Ambrose, min- erage amount of renewable fuel
ister of environment, told the at the pump to 5% by 2010.
If Kyoto is too problematic, there
Canadian Club in June that countries are having difficulties with are other alliances emerging
their commitments and Canada around the world to address clithereupon became the first and mate change. Canada is joining
only country to publicly state that such a group chaired by Australia
that also includes the UK and the
our Kyoto targets won’t be met.
The minister mentioned that US. While the US was an earlier
heavy polluters such as China and rejecter of Kyoto, American conIndia are considered “developing” cern for energy security is motinations and therefore have no pol- vating them to continue a focus on
lution reduction commitments. emission control après Kyoto.

OTI summit to give
the hard facts on
business intangibles
The Ottawa Talent Initiative
(OTI) will host the free-of-charge
Technology Soft Skills Summit on
Thursday, Sept. 21 at the Nepean
Sportsplex on Woodroffe Ave.
Soft skills, simply put, are people skills, intangibles like the ability to work in a team, communication skills and leadership qualities. “People in high tech are often
lacking in the skills we’re trying to
teach, because they haven’t had to
focus on those areas,” says Tina
Bennett, OTI career advisor and
the summit’s organizer. But the
market is changing. Before [the
bust], companies were focused
largely on technological skills.
Businesses are now widening
their requirements with regards
to what they’re looking for from
employees.”

“Time and time again,
people skills are
more important.
It’s not enough to be
technically adept.”
Featured speakers Colleen
Francis, Michael Hughes, David
Perry and Bob Urichuck will focus on the “non-technical” skills
that OTI identifies as being in demand by employers.
Motivational speaker Francis,
founder of Engage Selling Solutions and a certified sales professional, will present Selling Yourself, a talk designed to help sales
and marketing professionals
achieve their maximum potential.
Hughes, of Michael J. Hughes
Consulting and Training Services,
an author and business consultant,
will speak to the need for networking as a business strategy.
After a break for lunch, Perry,
managing director of executive
placement firm Perry-Martel International, will present Guerilla
Marketing for the Job Seeker, a
look at where the jobs are and how
to land them.
Closing speaker Urichuck,
founder of Bob Urichuck Management and author of Online for
Life: The 12 Disciplines to Living
Your Dreams, will discuss his approach to personal leadership.
Formed to address the high level of unemployment in Ottawa
that followed the high tech meltdown, OTI is supported by the
city, the provincial government
and the feds. The Soft Skills Summit is latest of a number of OTI
forums developed to help unemployed tech workers find jobs, and
to support the industr y by
strengthening the skills of those
currently working in its various
sectors.
“Time and time again, people
skills are more important,” says
John Reid, president of CATAAll i a n c e, Canada’s largest hightech association. “It’s not enough
to be technically adept.”

Orbits… from P. 10

IDC facilitating learning in rural Thailand

Wi-LAN Inc.

Room for Life, itself, is a
self-sustainable business, providing employnternational Datament for those who wish
casting Corp. has ento stay in the communitered into a three-way
ty,” Deborah Lovepartnership that is bringgrove, IDC spokespering distance learning to a
son, points out.
small r ural village in
Baan Nong Pai is but
Northeast Thailand.
the first of 75 Thai comThailand’s first rural
munities slated to reuse of IPTV and video-onceive the project’s E-serdemand in the classroom
vices in the near future.
and training facilities, the
Eventually, plans by the
“Room for Life” project
Thai Chambers of Combeams Email, E-commerce will see Room for
merce, video conferencLife learning facilities esing and educational videotablished in hundreds of
on-demand to television
IDC in Thailand: Palin (right) and Lek
sites in villages throughsets and PCs in a commusign up for a distance learning course
out the country.
nal facility in Nong Pai in
videos Thailand has to offer,” says
IDC is set to contribute addithe province of Sakhon Nakorn.
With content gathered by Thai Sat-Ed CEO John Hawker, the tional receivers and content-mancompany Sat-Ed and delivered via project’s developer. “Students use agement software to these sites.
“This is a very important project
compatriot Shin Satellite’s the system to enroll in school pro(thaicom.net) new IPStar orbiter, grams and distance learning for us, for Sat-Ed and for the people
IDC is supplying the initiative with courses. They can now study and of Thailand,” says Gary Carter, VP
file management software and the continue to help their parents on and chief technical officer of IDC.
needed hardware, like receivers, the farm. The local farmers can ac- “The value of access to education is
all bundled in a state-of-the-art dig- cess digital content pertaining to beyond measure, and Sat-Ed’s platital library system for multi-media- agricultural techniques and grow- form using our hybrid technology
ing procedures, which is extreme- of combining a satellite-fed web
based educational material.
“The Room for Life facility is a ly important to sustain future de- server with IP content delivery is
going a long way toward resolving
meeting place that provides the vil- velopment in these rural areas.”
“In addition to making education the communications gridlock in
lagers of Nong Pai equal access to
the best educational material and and learning available to villagers, this country’s communities.”

appoints William (Bill) Middleton as VP of licensing and general counsel, and Jung Yee as CTO.
Bill comes to the company via Nygard International, where he held
the same title, and Mosaid. “During his years at Mosaid, Bill was
instr umental in managing its
patent litigations and was a significant contributor to the success
of its licensing program,” says new
WiLAN boss Jim Skippen, previously a patent expert with Mosaid.
“I am pleased to have him join WiLAN to assist with the negotiation
of licence agreements, to direct
our patent litigation and to help
manage the licensing program.”
Jung joins Wi-LAN from IceFyre
Semiconductor (bdc.ca), a company he co-founded and where he
served as CTO. He has over two
decades of experience in research
and development in the electronics industry. “Jung is well known
in Canada for his expertise in the
wireless field, and will be a key
contributor to Wi-LAN's licensing
initiatives,” says Skippen. “He will
provide technical assistance and
support for licensing discussions
and litigation as well as expert
analysis of Wi-LAN's patent acquisition opportunities.”

Nuggets… from P. 13
TalkSwitch gear
picked up by cleaner
Jan-Pro Franchising International , a large American commercial cleaning operation, agrees
to market TalkSwitch phone systems to its 5,000 franchise locations. “Jan-Pro is a great example
of the type of multi-location organization that can really benefit
from using our products,” says Jan
Scheeren, TalkSwitch president
and CEO. “Our systems will give
franchise operators the ability to
communicate efficiently and affordably, helping to improve the
bottom line while also increasing
the level of customer service.” JanPro was recently ranked the third
fastest growing franchise system
in the world by Entrepreneur Magazine. “TalkSwitch understands
what it means to be a small business,” says Jan-Pro vice president
Dennis Thompson. “They understand that our franchise operators
need a reliable phone system that
will help them improve efficiency,
customer service and ensure they
never miss a call.” Established in
1990, TalkSwitch typically provides
telecommunications solutions to
businesses with 1-20 employees.

ZIM begins fiscal
year on flat note
Pointing to an expected decline in
sales for its SMS (short messaging
service) aggregation services, ZIM
Corp. posts revenue of US$705,797,
down from US$1.332 million in the
same period a year ago. The
provider of content and services for
mobile phones reported a loss of

By Greg Patterson

I

US$567,725, or 0.8 cents a share on a
diluted basis, for the quarter ended
in June. This compares with a loss of
$196,881, 0.3 cents a share, for the
first quarter of 2006. “As anticipated
our revenues decreased substantially,” company president and CEO
Michael Cowpland says in a statement. “We are however pleased with
the integration of our acquisition of
Advanced Internet Inc. and the Internet portals, www.ringingphone.com and www.monstertones.com.” In March, ZIM announced the US$1.1 purchase of Advanced Internet as part of its new direction to enter the market for ring
tones and other mobile content.

March secures deal
with Commerce Bank
Commerce Bank, one of the
fastest growing financial services
retailers in the US, has chosen
March Networks digital video
surveillance to enhance security
in its more than 400 branches. The
bank’s decision to buy Mitel’s system was based on its reliability
features such as the field-of-view
functionality and ease of use in
compiling evidence for investigations. “Commerce Bank is committed to being a technologically
innovative financial institution
that offers its customers best-inclass service in a secure banking
environment,” says Gerr y
Bianchi, Commerce’s assistant
VP of physical security, Gerry
Bianchi, says in a statement. “The
March Networks solution is a
proven system that meets the
high standards of Commerce
Bank.” Commerce plans to double
its current number of outlets over
the next five years.

Tundra gets new
US distributor
Tundra Semiconductor signs
Phoenix-based Avnet Electronics Marketing Americas as a value-added distributor in North
America. Tundra says it formed
the new alliance in response to an
increased demand for its systeminterconnect products from communications, networking, storage,
and information technology companies. Avnet will bring industry
knowledge, an extensive customer base and strong regional
presence to Tundra’s existing
North American sales network.
Tundra says the decision to sign a
second North American distributor is a bid to increase sales and
help customers get their own
products to the market faster.
“With our selection of Avnet we
intend to expand our business in
North America,” says Robert
Fischer, Tundra’s director of
North American sales. “Their
depth of design and applications
knowledge, extensive field support services, and product marketing strength combined with
our rapidly growing system
interconnect product portfolio
gives customers a winning
combination.”

Mitel lands deal
with California real
estate brokerage
Internet-based real estate brokerage ZipRealty of Emeryville, California, selects Mitel’s contact
centre software and IP communications hardware to connect its 20
offices across the US. “ZipRealty’s
decision to deploy a Mitel solution

demonstrates a forward-thinking
communications strategy that will
help them improve workforce mobility, and enhance operational efficiencies,” says Paul Butcher,
Mitel president and COO. “The Mitel solution provides ZipRealty
with a full-featured, easy-to-manage system that increases customer service levels and enables
them to connect to third-party
partners more quickly and effectively.”

Halogen prepares
for first annual user
conference
Halogen Software Inc., provider
of Internet-based employee performance management software,
kicks off its first annual user conference on Sept. 17 at the Ottawa
Marriott. Halogen customers will
be able to attend more than a
dozen educational sessions and
take in the keynote speech by
Christopher D. Lee, associate
vice chancellor of human resource
services at Virginia Community
College System. More at
www.halogensoftware.com/conference/
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MyFax introduces
web interface
MyFax, owned and operated by
Protus IP Solutions, releases a
new web interface that allows
users to send and receive faxes using email accounts and the web. An
addition to the company’s Internetfax service, the interface is currently available to individual customers for $10 a month and to larger businesses at a volume discount.

Contratulations to our very
own Client Services Manager,
Alexis Fakouri, on obtaining a
prominent role in Orpheus’ production of ‘Beauty and the Beast’
playing this November at Centrepointe Theatre!
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Expert Guidance In A World Of Risk.

Technology Firms Have Already Told Us They Like
Our Special Blend Of Insurance Expertise And Products.

{

Well, We’re About To Put An Exciting New Spin
On Our Winning Recipe.

Binks will soon be serving up a round of new benefits for technology companies in the Ottawa area. An expanded reach, new
products and services, and increased expertise in technology
insurance are just a few of the things we’ll be tossing into the mix.
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